AGILEMAIL PRO OVERVIEW
Promote your company or Web site with e-newsletters, e-promotions, invitations, and press releases with AgileMail Pro, a
comprehensive email marketing solution! AgileMail Pro is offered as a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, so our
customers are free to focus on achieving their marketing goals while we focus on maintaining the technology for the best
possible user experience. Whether you are sending one or one million emails, you can rest assured that you will be able to
easily create, send, and track your email campaign so you can see in real time how your marketing dollars are working for
you.

AGILEMAIL PRO MAKES IT EASY
AgileMail Pro makes it easy to reap the immeasurable business rewards from email and eNewslettter campaigns. Does
the idea of sending an email campaign and gathering the data from the send seem daunting and time monopolizing? Toss
that misconception out the window! You plan and create emails on your time (or let us do it for you) and then schedule it
to send whenever you want. No sitting around waiting to send, just schedule it and forget it. You can even enable auto
responders on sign-up or embed triggers in an email to provide follow up emails. Then, once the campaign is sent, you
can access the robust reports. In real-time you will be able to see in-depth analytics that allow you to make informed
decisions about refining your future campaigns.

AGILEMAIL PRO FEATURES
Here are some of the features which make AgileMail Pro the preferred e-Newsletter platform:










Unbranded Emails
WYSIWYG Editor
Single Coded Email Draft Template
Dynamic Content
Activity-based Segmentation
Automatic Bounce Management
Scheduled Send Time
Opt-in Forms
AgileMail Pro Menu of Services











Detailed Reporting
Automatically Generated Text Version
Email Auto-responders
Demographic Segmentation
Automatic Subscription Management
Forward to a Friend
Whitelisted with many ISP’s
Training and Resources
Monitored with Surety Mail

AREN’T ALL E-NEWSLETTER AND EMAIL SERVICES THE SAME?
Do you ever get email newsletters from companies that look very much like another one you just received from a
different company? You won't find stale, pre-loaded templates here. We intend for you to work with your in-house
designer, your ad agency, or our staff of professional designers to create a template that fits your brand and needs. When
you send an email newsletter, the recipient should remember you and only you, and your message should be unique and
professional looking. Unlike many providers, we make it easy for people to remember you because your brand is the only
name that will appear on the email you send. We don't brand your emails with our information - WTE is content to let you
shine and take all of the credit.

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Contact a WTE Solutions sales representative at 866-994-7467 or sales@wte.net to get started or to learn more about
AgileSite Lite. Visit us online at www.wte.net to learn about other business-enhancing services and products from WTE
Solutions.
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